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Abstract 
The central theme of this paper is to overcome the 

inability of feedforward neural networks with hard limi- 
ting units to provide confidence evaluation. We con- 
sider a Madaline architecture for a 2-group classifica- 
tion problem and concentrate on the probability den- 
sity function for the neural activation of the first-layer 
units. As the following layers perform a Boolean table, 
the expectation value of the output is determined, uti- 
lizing the probability of a pattern to perform a definite 
binary input for the Boolean table. The Madaline ar- 
chitecture can be modified to the introduced X - II - 2 
network, which evaluates the expectation value. Se- 
veral assumptions on the distribution of the neural ac- 
tivation lead to a clear and simple architecture, which 
is applied to an OCR problem. 

1 Introduction 
Multilayer neural networks with a hard limiting ac- 

tivation function define a piecewise-linear discriminant 
function in feature space. The neurons are called Ad- 
aptive Linear Elements (Adalines) or Linear Thres- 
hold Units (LTUs). There exist a lot of effective al- 
gorithms to train Multilayer Adaline (Madaline) net- 
works [l, 21, based on the adaptation rules for a single 
LTU [3, 41. 

Training of those architectures is fast, because no 
gradient information has to be employed for training. 
The performance succeeds to learning strategies ba- 
sed on gradient descent error backpropagation with 
sigmoidal neurons [5] .  Due to the simple implemen- 
tation of the neurons, recognition time is very short 
and the architecture requires only little memory. On 
the other hand, no information about the confidence is 
supported by the binary output. Thus, an adjustable 
rejection rate cannot be implemented. 

In this paper we present a method to perform the 
expectation value of the binary output from hard- 
limiting neural networks. As this value is in the in- 
terval (0, l), it is suitable for the confidence of the de- 
cision. In Section 2, the architecture of a 2-category 
Madaline is presented as a single layer of LTUs, follo- 

wed by a Boolean function. The expectation value of 
the Boolean output is calculated in Section 3, utilizing 
statistical properties of the neural activation. With a 
modification of the network architecture, this value 
can be obtained at the output. Some simplifying as- 
sumptions are made in Section 4. The extension to 
any k-class problem is presented in Section 5 and the 
modified network is applied to a real life classification 
problem in Section 6. Section 7 provides a summary. 

2 The piecewise-linear classifier 
Considering a 2-category classification problem, a 

discriminant function has to be constructed in the d- 
dimensional feature space IRd, which separates pattern 
sf class Cl+ from pattern of class W. This problem 
can be managed by a multilayer feedforward neural 
network with threshold units and one single output 
neuron. 

The activation a of an Adaline is the dot product of 
its input x and the weight vector w, with x,w E Etd.  
It is passed through a nonlinear activation function !P, 
whereby the Adaline model uses hard-limiting nonli- 
nearities. 

a = WTX 

1 ; a 2 0  
0 ; a < O  z = *Si(a)= { 

An Adaline defines a d - 1 dimensional hyperplane 
wTx = 0 in the feature space, thus it is applicable to 
linearly separable patterns. A multilayer architecture 
performs a piecewise-linear decision surface, shown in 
Fig. 1. The hyperplanes of the h first layer neurons 
manage a partitioningof the feature space into 2h con- 
vex areas, called cells. Each cell is represented by the 
binary output vector of the first layer, called inter- 
nal representation z = (q, t2,. . . r ~ ) ~ .  The following 
layers perform a mapping B : z w y, which can be 
implemented as a binary lookup table. An element 
B(z) defines the output y for an input pattern which 
is within the cell represented by e, see Fig. l(b). 
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3 The soft piecewise-linear classifier 

of the binary output y 
This Section concentrates on the expectation value 

Figure 1: 2-category classifier. Madaline architec- 
ture (a), piecewise-linear decision boundary in feature 
space (b). 

Each neuron i = 1,. . . h of the Adaline layer sepa- 
rates the set of pattern P' from P;, whereas P+ con- 
tains the pattern with the output z; = 1 and P i  the 
pattern with the output z; = 0. These sets are called 
the perceptron solution. Applying the set of correctly 
classified pattern C and misclassified pattern E to the 
perceptron solution, we obtain the sets Lf and L;, 
describing the perceptron problem for neuron i. 

L+= (P+ n C) u (P; nE)  
L;=(P;nC)u(P'nE) 

The pattern of Lf can be assigned to a class w t ,  in- 
dicating that the output of the neuron i should be 1 
and L? are assigned to a class U; respectively. 

Training of the network requires the adaptation of 
the weights in order to displace the hyperplanes in fea- 
ture space, until only pattern of class Q+ are within 
cells of value 1 and pattern of class Q- within cells 
of value 0, respectively. The Madaline rule I1 [l] is a 
popular training algorithm and has been extended by 
the MadaTron algorithm [6] to ensure robust embed- 
ding of the pattern. Both algorithms require a fixed 
Boolean table, therefore more flexible algorithms have 
been involved to include the adaptation of the Boolean 
function [7] as well as constructive training [2]. 

E(Y) = (B(c) * P 4 C l  a)) 7 

c E (0;l)" 

considering all possible internal representations c and 
the assigned network output B(c). The probability 
Pr(cl a), that c is correct for an activation a can be 
constructed out of the probabilities Pr(ci1 a;), i.e. 

h 

i = l  

for independent vector components. Each neuron i has 
to manage the separation of pattern with the desired 
neural output z i  = 1 for pattern within a class w? 
and zi = 0 for pattern within a class w,:, respectively. 
Thus, Pr(c;l U;) is equal to the a-posteriori probability, 
that a; referes to class U: (U,:), i.e. 

Pr(cl a) = n Pr(c;l ai) (1) 

With Pr(w;l U;) = l-Pr(w+\ a;), equation (1) results 
in 

Pr(cl a) = Pr(w,fl ai) - (1 - Pr(wf1 ai) )  

c; = 1 c; = 0 

The architecture of the piecewise-linear classifier 
can be modified to perform E(y) instead of y, see 
Fig. 2. Therefore, the neural activation function is 
set to 

* { (a i )  = Pr(w?l U;) 

and the Boolean table B(z) is replaced by a "soft 
Boolean function" B ( i ) ,  which works with real valued 
inputs i E ( O , l ) h  and is equal to B(i)  for binary va- 
lued i. 

The computational complexity of B is exponentially 
increasing with the number of hidden nodes h. As 
the Boolean table containes binary values, elements 
B(c) = 0 need not to be considered. Thus, the com- 
plexity increases with the number of 1-elements in the 
Boolean table. If B consists of more 1-elements then 
0-elements, an alternative implementation of B is pre- 
ferred with respect to computational costs. 
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Figure 2: C - II- X network: Modified architecture 
for 2 hyperplanes, performing the expectation value 
E(Y) 

4 On the probability density estima- 
t ion 

With the probability density functions (pdf) for the 
neural activation Pr(ai1 U;') and Pr(aiJ U,:) and given 
a-priori probability Pr(w+) and Pr(w,:) = 1 - Pr(w+) 
of class appearence, the a-posteriori probability is 

I 

As the pdf is related to one dimension, estimation 
is simple. We assume Pr(a;J U?) and Pr(ai1 U,:) of 
neuron i to be Gaussian with mean p,' and p; and 
equal standard deviation CT;' = u,y = U;. 

Pr(a;l U+) =N(Pt ,u ; ,a i )  
Pr(ai1 w,T) =N(pT,u i ,a i )  

1 f a - f i \ 2  
. e  -2 \.) 1 with N ( p ,  o, a )  = - 

6 . 0  

Further we assume, that if an input pattern is situa- 
ted on the activation boundary ai = 0, the probability 
to be of wf and w,: is equal 

1 
Pr(w,+l a; = 0) = Pr(w,yl a; = 0) = -. 2 

Therefore, (2) is reduced to 

The smoothing factor pi can be multiplied to w, re- 
sulting in a scaled weight vector % = p - w, i.e. the 

neural model is changed to have an unique sigmoid 
activation function * i ( . )  = *s(+), i = 1,. . . h, with 

Ibote, that this activation function is also used in mul- 
dilayer architectures to get the gradient for backpro- 
fiagation learning algorithms. 

Figure 3: 2-dimensional activation space with 
= 1, B(O,1) = 1, B(1,O) = 0, B(1,l) = 1. 

output y = B(5) and (b): expectation 
value E(y) = B(S) 

Fig. 3 shows the effect of the approach on the out- 
put of a piecewise-linear classifier, displayed over the 
activation space 5 E R2 for two neurons. As shown in 
Fig. 3(a), the output y is set to 0 or 1, depending on 
the Boolean mapping B(z). Fig. 3(b) shows the ex- 
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pectation value E(y). A smooth change of the output 
at the decision boundary is given. 
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Figure 4: Effect of E(y) on the original piecewise- 
linear decision boundary 

5 Extension to IC-class problem 
Classification of patterns related to k-categories 

w E 32 = { w l , .  . . w k }  can be treated by several par: 
allel 2-category classifiers. For that, each class wJ 
is represented by a b-dimensional binary target vec- 
tor ti E {O,l}b.  Each component r of the tar- 
get vectors rearranges the k classes into two ,goups 32t = {w'l ti = 1; j = l...k?} and L?, = {wJl  t i  = 
0; j = 1.. .k}. A component r represents one bit of 
a binary coding with the code matrix T = ( t l , .  . , tk), 
applied to the class index j .  Thus, the classification 
system consists of a composition of b 2-category clas- 
sifiers, performing an output vector y = (yl , . . . ya)T 
in the target space, with y, beeing the output of the 
classifier of bit T ,  see Fig. 5.  The target vector tJ  
with minimum distance to y indicates the most pro- 
bable class w' .  Thus, a vector quantizer (VQ) in target 
space is applied for a ranking of decisions. 

Considering binary output vectors y, the distance 
to the targets corresponds to the number of unmat- 
ched vector components. Thus, possibIe distances are 
discrete values 0. .  . b, and an adjustable rejection is 
not supported. 

Applying the approach of section 3 to each of the 
2-category classifiers, the output vector 7 = E(y) con- 
taines continuous values ? E ( O , l ) & .  Distance measu- 
ring to the target vectors now supplies real values and 
finding a unique minimum distance is guaranted. 

6 Experimental Results 
The performance of the presented approach is inve- 

stigated for the classification of handwritten numerals. 

Nb pb- 

F i e r e  5: k-category classification system, realized 
with b 2-category classifiers N,. 

We considered two different sets of target vectors to 
represent the set of classes L? = {0,1,. . .9}. 

The first set of target vectors implies the generally 
used 1-of-k coding scheme, whereas T is the (IC x IC) 
unit matrix. For each bit, a Madaline network was 
trained with 5 neurons in the hidden layer. Fig. 6, 
'x ' shows the generalization error for the classifica- 
tion system with the original Madaline architecture 
for 2-category classifiers N,. As the output vector y 
is binary, it has to match exactly to one target vector. 
Jlf not, the vector quantizer rejects the pattern, bec- 
ause there are more than one targets with the same 
minimum distance. Thus, a relatively high fraction of 
about 3.3% is rejected. Applying the modified archi- 
tecture of Fig. 2 with the simplifications of Section 4 
to the Madaline networks, the real valued output vec- 
tor f allows an adjustable rejection from 0% to loo%, 
see the solid line in Fig. 6. Rejection can be control- 
led by comparing the distance of the first- and second 
choice of the vector quantizer. If the difference of the 
distances is below a threshold p, the input pattern is 
rejected. 

The second set forms a 7-bit Hamming code with 
a minimal Hamming distance of 3 between the target 
vectors. Even if one bit is wrong, the vector quanti- 
zer will output the correct class. Point )$' in Fig. 6 
shows the result of the VQ method, applied to binary 
vectors y. In addition, point '0' indicates the fraction 
of pattern, which exactly match to feasible target vec- 
tors. Each Madaline consists of 7 neurons, thus the 
number of free parameters are almost the same as for 
the 1-of-k code. Evaluation of the expectation value 

leads to the dotted line in Fig. 6. 
We applied the MNIST database [8] to train the 

weights with the Constructive Clustering Adatron 
(CCA) algorithm [2], whereas 195 features have been 
extracted in a preprocessing step. The training of the 
complete network takes about 2 days on a Sparc 10. 
Comparing the results with the fully connected net- 
work with 300 hidden nodes [8], the presented method 
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reaches the same classification accuracy with only 50 
neurons. 
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Figure 6: Error and Rejection for the MNIST-test pat- 
tern 

1-of-lc code 
Error at 0% rejection 1.4% 
Rejection at 0.5% error 3.2% 

Hamming 
1.9% 
4.3% 

Number of neurons 10x5 I 7 x 7  
' Memory requirement 78 kB 
. Training time 2 days I 3 days 

Table 1: Performance of the I: - @ - X network 

Fig. 6 shows in addition, that generalization is im- 
proved by the evaluation of the confidence. This is 
a remarkable result, because the original piecewise- 
linear decision boundary, is affected by this approach, 
see Fig. 4 for an example. This emphasizes the cur- 
rency of the simplifying assumptions made in Section 
4, as well as the power of the complete architecture. 

7 Conclusion 
This paper introduces an approach to evaluate the 

confidence of two category multilayer neural networks 
with threshold units by a modification of the archi- 
tecture. The modified architecture includes a single 
layer of neurons, whereas the activation function of 
each neuron is determined by the a-posteriori proba- 
bilities of correct neural activation. The subsequent 
layers were combined in a Boolean table and exten- 
ded to the soft Boolean function for real-valued inputs. 

Assuming normally distributed activation, the presen- 
ted approach results in a simple neural model by re- 
placing the hard limiting units with sigmoid neurons. 
The approach was extended for k-class problems, and 
applied to classify handwritten numerals. In addition 
to support a flexible rejection rate, generalization is 
improved by this approach. 
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